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Abstract

Fluorinated amorphous diamond-like carbon films (a-DLC:F) were prepared on room-temperature Si(1 0 0) substrates using

radio frequency plasma enhance chemical vapor deposition (rf PECVD) by varying the ratio of carbon tetrafluoride and methane

(CF4:CH4).The films formed were investigated in terms of the surface morphology, chemical composition, microstructure,

mechanical properties, and surface free energy by means of atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectrum

(XPS), micro-scratch test, nano-indenter test and contact angle measurement. Emphasis was placed on investigation of the

factors affecting the film surface energy, which was calculated from three methods (the harmonic mean equation, the geometric

mean equation and acid–base equation). It was observed that with increasing CF4:CH4, the roughness and F content of the a-

DLC:F films increased while the hardness, Young’s modulus and surface energy decreased. The films also became more

graphitized. The reduction of the film surface energy with varying F content is believed to be mainly due to the change of bonds

in the film, i.e. the decrease of –C–CF bond and corresponding increase of –CF, –CF2. The roles of the roughness and the

microstructure in affecting the film surface energy were negligible.
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1. Introduction

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) films are known for

their high hardness, wear resistance, chemical inert-

ness, and low friction coefficients [1]. The properties

of DLC may be modified by incorporation of dopants

[2], such as silicon, fluorine, nitrogen, oxygen and

various metals. It has been reported that incorpora-

tion of fluorine into DLC film will greatly reduce its

surface free energy but almost keep DLC-behavior [3].

The non-wetting behavior combined with DLC super-

ior properties allows numerous practical applications

in non-stick kitchenware and protective coatings

for optics. The surface free energy of materials is a

characteristic factor, which affects the surface proper-

ties and interfacial interactions such as adsorption,

wetting and adhesion, etc.

In this work, radio frequency plasma enhanced

chemical vapor deposition (rf PECVD) was employed

to prepare fluorinated amorphous DLC film (thereafter

denoted as a-DLC:F) using carbon tetrafluoride (CH4)

and methane (CF4) as precursors. The deposition was
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performed as a function of CF4:CH4 ratio at rf power

of 60 W. The films properties were investigated by

means of contact angle measurement, atomic force

microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spectro-

scopy (XPS), Raman spectroscopy, scratch test and

nano-indenter. The emphasis studied was focused

to investigate the factors affecting the film surface

energy.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Film preparation

The experimental setup, capacitively coupled radio

frequency (13.56 MHz) plasma enhanced chemical

vapor deposition (rf PECVD) was schematically given

in Fig. 1, where its configuration is asymmetrical. As

such, self-bias will be produced on substrate during the

deposition. This self-bias originates from the large

difference of motion speed between electrons and ions

in plasma [4], and depends on process parameters, such

as rf power applied, as shown in Fig. 2. After being

ultrasonically cleaned in acetone, methanol and de-

ionized water in sequence, Si(1 0 0) substrates were

placed on the cathode electrode kept at room-tempera-

ture by cooling water. The base vacuum in the chamber

is�10�6 Torr. Before deposition, the substrates were in

situ sputter cleaned for 10 min in argon plasma operated

at 100 W. High-purity CH4 and CF4 were led into

chamber as gas precursors. Avery thin carbon interlayer

was first deposited to improve the overall adhesion, and

then a-DLC:F films were deposited at varying CF4:CH4

flow rate ratio (referred to as CF4:CH4) and 60 W

power. A DLC film deposited by the same setup was

used as a reference sample. During deposition, the

process pressure was fixed at 50 mTorr.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of our experimental setup.

Fig. 2. Relationship between self-bias and rf power.
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2.2. Surface energy calculation

The surface free energy of the samples is generally

obtained from measuring contact angle formed when

liquid drops on the sample surface. The relationship

between surface energy of the sample (gS) and the

contact angle (y) is universally described by the Young

equation [5],

gS ¼ gL cos yþ gLS

where gL is the known surface energy of the testing

liquid, gLS the unknown interfacial energy of the film/

liquid. To eliminate gLS from the equation, many

methods have been developed based on consideration

of the intermolecular forces. Among all, three meth-

ods [6–8] are often used, namely the harmonic mean

equation (Eq. (1)), the geometric mean equation

(Eq. (2)) and acid–base equation (Eq. (3)). They are

expressed, respectively, as follows,
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where g with superscript d and p means a dispersion

component and a polar component, g with superscript

LW, (þ) and (�) stands for a Lifshitz–van der Waals

component, Lewis acid component and Lewis base

component. Three liquids with different polarity,

de-ionized water, methylene iodide (CH2I2) and for-

mamide, were applied for the measurement. The

contact angle was averaged over four data obtained

from different spots on the samples for each liquid.

Comparison on the surface energy calculated from the

above methods was also performed.

It should be pointed out that another surface energy,

critical surface energy (gc) is often mentioned else-

where. This critical surface energy is introduced

by Zisman [9], and is the surface energy of a reference

liquid which fully wets the sample surface, i.e.

gc ¼ gL ¼ gS at y ¼ 90�. In this work, this value

was not given.

2.3. Other characterizations

The surface morphology of the films was observed

over 1 mm � 1 mm by a scanning atomic force micro-

scope (AFM, Nanoscope IIIa) with a tapping mode.

The chemical composition and bonding states of the

films were characterized by X-ray photoelectron spec-

troscopy (XPS) with Al Ka line (1486.6 eV) as the

exciting source. In this characterization, the system

was calibrated by the binding energy (�284.7 eV) of

C 1s and all samples were analyzed without surface

etching. A micro-Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw

1000) with 514.5 nm Arþ laser was used to study

the film microstructure, where the laser output power

used was �2 mW. The adhesion property was ana-

lyzed by micro-scratch test. Scratch test parameters

used were as follows: progressive type, a maximum

load of 25 N, loading rate of 4 N/min, the scratch

length of 5 mm Rockwell-type diamond indenter with

200 mm radius. The hardness (H) and Young’s mod-

ulus (E) were characterized by a nano-indenter (nano-

indenter II, nano-instruments), where the continuous

stiffness option was used and the maximum load was

10 mN.

3. Results

3.1. Surface morphology

Fig. 3 gave a typical AFM image of the a-DLC:F

films. The films deposited were all uniform and

smooth. Compared with DLC reference sample

(0.17 nm), the a-DLC:F films exhibited more rougher

surface. The surface roughness also increased with

CF4:CH4, from 0.23 nm at 1:4–0.28 nm at 4:1, as

shown in Fig. 4. The increase was possibly caused

by fluorine preferential etching of the films since the

films were not ideally isotropic. In addition, the

variation of the roughness with the ratio seemed not

monotonous.

3.2. Chemical compositions and bonding states

Fig. 5 showed the C 1s local XPS spectrum for the

film deposited at 1:1. It was well decomposed into four

peaks, which centered at �284.9, �287.4, �289.8 and

�292.3 eV, respectively. Due to surface contamination
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and charging effect during XPS analysis, it is very

complex and also still controversial to identify these

peaks. According to Touhara and Okino [10], the peak

at 285 eV was assigned to the carbon atoms with the

mixed bonded structures of sp2 and sp3 configurations,

and the peak at 287 eV was due to the carbon atoms

bonded to oxygen. In addition, the peaks with 289 and

291 eV were ascribed to CF bonds and CF2 bonds,

Fig. 3. A typical AFM image of the film (1:1).

Fig. 4. The film roughness dependent of CF4:CH4.
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respectively. The peak at �292 eV was not reported.

In other references [11–14], assignment was made

between binding energy and structural unit as: –C–CH

(284.6 eV), –C–CF (287.4 eV), –CF (289.5 eV), –CF2

(292 eV), –CF3 (294 eV). Based on the above data

and the fact that a small amount of oxygen occurs on

the films surface and hydrogen always occurs in the

PECVD-deposited films as reflected in the Raman

spectrum below, assignment is done as follows:

–C–C and –C–CH (284.9 eV), –C–CF and –C¼O

(287.4 eV), –CF (289.8 eV) and –CF2 (292.3 eV),

where the fraction of –C–CH and –C¼O should be

much lower than that of –C–C and –C–CF, respec-

tively. On the other hand, F atomic concentration can

be obtained by the following equation:

atomic concentration ð%Þ ¼ Ai=SiP
iðAi=SiÞ

where subscript is film element, A and S is the peak

area and sensitivity factor of the element (S ¼ 0:78,

1.00 for C 1s and F 1s [10]). Similarly, the bond

concentration was also done according to the relevant

peak area divided by the sum of all the peaks area.

Their concentrations were presented in Fig. 6, with

varying CF4:CH4. It was observed that F was incor-

porated into the films with addition of CF4, and then

increased correspondingly with CF4:CH4. At CF4:CH4

of 1:4, F incorporated existed primarily in the form

of CF bond state (–C–CF and –CF). The amount of

–C–CF was greater than that of –CF. As CF4:CH4

increased up to 4:1, the former content decreased

while the latter concentration increased relatively

slightly. What’s more, when CF4:CH4 increased to

1:1, another bonding state, C–F2 appeared in the films.

Afterwards, C–F2 content gradually increased with

increasing CF4:CH4.

3.3. Microstructure

The microstructure of the a-DLC:F film was very

similar to that of DLC (Fig. 7), where G-band

(‘‘graphite’’, �1540 cm�1) and D-band (‘‘disorder’’,

�1340 cm�1) were obviously observed after fitting.

The G-band originates from the symmetric E2g vibra-

tional mode in graphite-like materials, while the D-band

arises from the limitations in the graphite domain size

induced by grain boundaries or imperfections [15],

e.g. sp3 carbon, or other impurities. Quantitative ana-

lysis (Fig. 8) revealed that the intensity ratio of D- and

G-band (ID/IG) increased, and G-band shifted upward

with increasing CF4:CH4, which were due to an

increased number of sp2 bonds and the formation of

sp2 clusters in the amorphous network, i.e. rings or

chains [16]. This result indicated the films became

Fig. 5. C 1s XPS spectrum of the film (1:1).
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more graphitic with the increase in F content. It was

also found that photoluminescence (PL) background

appeared in Raman spectra, and decreased with more

addition of CF4. The PL is generally believed to

originate from hydrogen (H) or be due to that film

is polymer-like as confirmed in carbon nitride film

[17–19]. In our case, the films deposited are diamond-

like carbon as disclosed later. It is therefore concluded

the PL here is ascribed to H atoms in the films, where

some H atoms are replaced by F atoms due to F

incorporation and the PL intensity is reduced corre-

spondingly. It should be here pointed out that, to some

Fig. 6. Concentrations of F and bonds of films at different CF4:CH4.

Fig. 7. A typical Raman spectrum of a-DLC:F film (1:4).
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extent, the role of F is similar to that of N in carbon

nitride film, where C–H content also decreases with

more incorporation of N, as evidenced by FTIR

analysis [19].

3.4. Mechanical properties

Scratch test disclosed the a-DLC:F films were

all well adhesive to the substrate (not shown). The

Fig. 8. Dependence of ID/IG and G-band peak position on CF4:CH4.

Fig. 9. Dependence of the film hardness and modulus on CF4:CH4.
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hardness (H) and Young’s modulus (E) can be calcu-

lated from the indentation load-displacement data

[20]. It was drawn that the film hardness and modulus

both decreased with increasing CF4:CH4 (Fig. 9).

As shown, with the introduction of CF4 gas, the film

hardness and modulus slightly dropped compared

with that of DLC reference sample. When CF4:CH4

increased, they further decreased. The lowest hard-

ness was �16 GPa larger than that of Si substrate

(�12 GPa). This hardness feature of the films is

guaranteed by the above-mentioned self-bias pro-

duced on the substrate, which increases the bombard-

ing energy of deposited species and therefore results in

the formation of DLC films [21]. The decrease in the

film hardness is believed to be partly due to change in

the microstructure as concluded from Raman analysis,

i.e. more graphitized with more incorporation of F into

the films. Another possible cause is the reduction in

the internal stress of the films induced by F incorpora-

tion into the films.

3.5. Surface free energy

Fig. 10 showed the variation of the film surface

energy with varying CF4:CH4. From (a), after intro-

duction of CF4 at 1:4, the surface energy was sharply

reduced compared with that of DLC reference sample,

suggesting something like chemical composition

altered in the films. The reduction extent calculated

from the geometric mean method was more than those

from the other two. On the other hand, the reduction

rate did not vary until CF4:CH4 reached 1:2. After that,

Fig. 10. Surface energy of the films deposited at the different CF4:CH4.
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the reduction rate increased. As CF4:CH4 c increased

to 2:1, the surface energy seemed to drop most

quickly. The change in the reduction rate was very

similar for all the methods. From (b) and (c), it was

also concluded that the reduction in the surface energy

was largely ascribed to the decrease in the dispersion

component, which was not dependent on the calcula-

tion approaches.

4. Discussion

In general, the surface roughness affects the mea-

sured contact angle and therefore the surface energy.

According to Neumann [22], a model similar to that

for heterogeneous solid surface can be developed in

order to account for surface irregularities, being given

by Wenzel’s equation,

cos y ¼ r cos y0

where y is the measured contact angle, y0 is the

thermodynamical value for the smooth surface, and

r quantifies the surface roughness (ratio of the real

area of the surface to the apparent area of the geome-

trical interface). Clearly, more rougher the contact

surface (larger r) is, more smaller is the observed

contact angle (larger surface energy). However, as

concluded from the AFM test (Fig. 4) and the con-

tact angle measurement (Fig. 10), with increasing

CF4:CH4, the film surface roughness increased while

the surface energy decreased. Therefore, the relation-

ship between the roughness and the measured contact

angle does not follow the above equation. As such,

it is concluded that the roughness plays a negligible

role on the surface energy. This may be ascribed to

the fact the surface roughness is so small. A similar

result for other materials was reported elsewhere

[23–25].

The effect of F content in the films on the surface

energy is very noticeable (Figs. 6 and 10). As pointed

out above, besides a small fraction of –C–CH and

–C¼O bonds, there are –C–C, –C–CF, –CF and –CF2

bonds in the films, where –C–C bond is the backbone

of DLC film. The bonding states and their contents

changed with increasing F content. With increasing F

content up to �37%, –C–CF bond content decreased

and –CF increased, while the surface energy decreased.

Especially, at F content of �30 at.%, –CF2 appeared

and thereafter also increased with F content. The bonds

associated with F have a corresponding trend as the

surface energy does with increasing F content. It is thus

concluded that the reduction in the surface energy is

mainly caused by the decrease of –C–CF bond and the

increase of –CF and –CF2 bonds. The introduction and

increase of –CF2 is maybe responsible for the accel-

erating decrease in the surface energy since –CF2 is a

basic unit of PTFE, which is a simple linear C–C

backbone with two F atoms on each C atom and

possesses the lowest surface energy.

The effect of the film microstructure on the surface

energy was very negligible. The film became more

graphitized as more F was incorporated. This graphi-

tization should not account for the reduction of the

surface energy.

It is well known that surface energy originates from

the unbalance of the force between atoms or molecules

inside and interface. Generally, the polar component

results from three different intermolecular forces

due to permanent and induced dipoles and hydrogen

bonds, whereas the dispersion component arises from

instantaneous dipole moments [23]. So, the variation

of –C–CF, –CF and –CF2 bonds mainly lowered the

dispersion component, and therefore reduced the sur-

face energy of the film significantly.

5. Conclusions

Fluorinated amorphous diamond-like carbon films

(a-DLC:F) were prepared on room-temperature

Si(1 0 0) substrates by rf PECVD. The films were

investigated in terms of the surface morphology, che-

mical composition, microstructure, mechanical prop-

erties, and surface free energy by means of atomic

force microscopy (AFM), X-ray photoelectron spec-

trum (XPS), micro-scratch test, nano-indenter test and

contact angle measurement. It was observed that with

increasing CF4:CH4, the roughness, F content of the a-

DLC:F films increased while the hardness, Young’s

modulus and surface energy decreased. The films also

became more graphitized. The reduction of the surface

energy with varying F content is believed to be mainly

due to the change of bonds in the film, i.e., –C–CF

bond decreased and –CF, –CF2 increased. The rough-

ness and the microstructure played negligible roles in

affecting the film surface energy.
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